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ABSTRACT: This article gives information about literary discourse, its meaning and theory of philosophers 

and helps to differ linguistic and literary discourse analyzing some works of literature; analyze the “text” and 

“discourse” as an objective of different approaches. 
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Discourse comes from the Latin discursus,
1
 which means “a running about.” This illustrates the basic idea of 

relaying information through the natural rhythm and flow of language. Discourse is another word for written 

or spoken communication. The term is a broad one that has slightly different definitions depending on the 

discipline in which it is used; in literature, discourse refers to a presentation of thought through language. 

Discursive language typically contains long, detailed sentences that address a specific subject in a formal 

manner. 

Contemporary idea of discourse, in the works of the French philosopher, culture theorist M. Foucault, carries 

sub literary and sub linguistic character. In 60-70s of the XX century, the term discourse was actively used in 

narratology. In this sense, discourse was interpreted as the element of the structure of text, its inner structure.   

In the book "Words and Things" (1966) M. Foucault interprets discourse as a "set of structural mechanisms 

"as opposed to" not-discursive "economic, technical mechanisms and laws. In this context, "discourse" is a 

collective phenomenon of mentality.The development of the French school discourse analysis originates in 

the context of the 1968 student revolution under the sign connections of sociology, semiotics, philosophy and 

psychoanalysis. In M. Foucault's book The Archeology of Knowledge (1969), the main subject of analysis is 

speech practices, coexistence within one episteme. Under "episteme”, M. Foucault understands "historically 

changing structures", "historical apriori ",
2
 which define the foundations of the sciences in each of these 

periods. 

The French philosopher is interested in mutual action of speech, discursive practices, defining "both words 

and things". In the context of the Archeology of Knowledge, the term "Speech practice" emphasizes the 

linguistic expression of mental phenomena.Unlike linguists, literary scholars are much less likely to use the 

terms "discourse" and "discursive approach".At the same time, the term "discourse" occupies an important 

place in our scientific dictionary of the French structuralists. Ts. Todorov and his circle understood discourse 

as “... all those levels that are put (complement, overlap) the thread of the narrative in the strict sense of the 

word ". Ts. Todorov wrote that the structural poetics is not interested in "... a literary work itself: it is 

                                                           
1
 Foucault Michel. Words and things. Archeology of the Humanities.  1994. 

 

2
 Zinchenko V.G. Literature and its methods. M, 2011. 
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interested in the properties of that special type of statements, as the literary text itself”. In this sense the text 

is divided into "intrigue" and “discourse". It is natural that structuralism connects discourse with expressive 

elements of the text. 

In the 60s and 70s of the XX century, the term "discourse" was actively used in "narratology" - the theory of 

storytelling. In that context "discourse" was understood as an element of the structure of the text, its internal 

structure. So, between the concept of M. Foucault and the French school of "discourse analysis", on the one 

hand, and literary understanding of discourse in French structuralism, on the other hand, there are significant 

differences. If M. Foucault and his followers interpret discourse as "Institutional mechanism" of generating a 

statement, then structuralists interpret discourse as an element of structure of the text. In general, two levels 

of interpretation of the term are outlined: 1) discourse is an immanent feature of literature; 2) discourse is an 

extra literary moment. In poststructuralist literary studies based on Foucault's ideas were developed by the 

theory of "inter-discourse". "Inter-discourse "consists of discursive elements that can meet in various fields. 

The object of analysis becomes there were, for example, collective symbols (Fairness, wind), etc. A new turn 

towards "discourse" in literary criticism was outlined in late 80s - early 90s of the XX century in the works of 

the members of New Historicism, also based on M. Foucault. 

In the study of discourse, literary theory follows linguistics. In linguistics, discourse means "speech." In that 

meaning the term was widely used by F. de Saussure. Back in 1908-1909. F. de Saussure raised the question 

of "two linguistics". However, he did not deny "interdependency" between language and speech. However, 

the second linguistics F. de Saussure did not consider as an object of serious study. In the opinion of the 

Genevan scholar, speech cannot be examined word by word, since it is "continuously updated" as a result of 

"activities of social forces". For the second linguistics there was, however, a great future ahead in the 

twentieth century. Further criticism of F. de Saussure's dichotomy (language - speech) turned out to be 

productive for the development of the theory of discourse. In the 1920s, scientists from the circle of M.M. 

Bakhtin opposed "abstract objectivism" thorny for the Geneva school. So, V.N. Voloshinov in the book 

"Marxism and the Philosophy of Language", containing key ideas of M.M. Bakhtin on dialogue and 

dialogism, emphasized that F. de Saussure did not consider the "statement" as a serious new object of study. 

MM. Bakhtin, on the other hand, saw in the language "Process", not a static, but a dynamic, open system. He 

was interested in the "speaker's attitude", listening and understanding, from the standpoint of which the 

linguistic form represents it as a "changeable and flexible sign". From this point of view, linguistic discourse 

can be called becoming, open linguistic process containing "mutable and flexible signs "of speakers and 

listeners. Later M.M. Bakhtin used the term "speech communication". "Speech communication" opposed to 

"language" as a static system. Discourse from this point of view - the process of verbal communication, 

understood as a dynamic system. The unit of discourse is not sentence rather utterance. In the understanding 

of M.M. Bakhtin, the saying is “speech as a whole". Utterance as a unit of discourse “enters the world 

completely different relations ... ". Such relations M.M. Bakhtin defines as "dialogical", i.e. requiring extra 

linguistic, extra text "responsive understanding" and include evaluation. Statement, according to M.M. 

Bakhtin, has "... not a definition, but a meaning ...". Within the framework of the system synergetic approach, 

it can be argued that discourse stands for statements containing a concept. 

In the literature, any sign can appear instead of the gain or loss of the meaning. Even the smallest diacritical 

sign can significantly change the meaning of the whole, acting as a concept. So, for example, in the finale of 

the "Golden Pot"(1814; 1819) E.T.A. Hoffmann's narrator asks the question: «Ist denn überhaupt des 

Anselmus Seligkeit etwas anderes als dasLeben in der Poesie, der sich der heilige Einklang aller Wesen 

alstiefstes Geheimnis der Natur offenbaret?»
3
 

                                                           
3
 Zinchenko V.G. Literature and its methods. M, 2011. 
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The question mark here signals about the irony, which is known to impress duality for the whole "tale from 

new times." However, while translating this fragment A.V. Fedorov replaced the question mark to the 

exclamation mark: “Дар азвеиблаженство Ансельмане есть нечто иное, как жизнь в поэзии, 

которойсвященнаягармониявсегосущегооткрываетсякакглубочайшаяизтайнприроды!”.
4
 

Replacement of just one sign in the translation, seemingly random, but internally natural, changes the 

meaning of the ending to the opposite positive. If E.T.A. Hoffmann questions romantic the idea of the 

omnipotence of "poetry", then in the Russian translation water ending sounds in the affirmative and 

unambiguous. Author's irony disappears. The translator recreates an earlier layer artistic worldview of 

German romantics, with which eye is just and polemicizes E.T.A. Hoffmann in The Golden Pot. Replacing 

the question mark with an exclamation mark, the translator“breaks” intonation structure of the ending. At the 

same time, a different idea arose about Hoffmann's fairy tale out-of-text environment among readers. A.V. 

Fedorov creates an image of the textual reality gravitating towards affirmation, pathos and rejecting irony. 

He tells readers a different semantic content, a different concept. Entering Soviet Discourse, Hoffman’s 

“Golden Pot” is "sovietized".
5
 

Obviously, intonation changes the meaning of the statement, although the dictionary meanings of words 

formally remain unchanged. Utterance in discourse is rebuilt synergistically, getting involved in the "joint 

semantic action," joint work "of the work. Statements- restructuring internally in relation to strangers calls, to 

the subject, to the very to the speaker and to the listener. The utterance comes in wide context. The text 

enters into discourse and becomes potentially a way able to transform into work. 

Let's take an example from the history of performing. Great pianist Heinrich Gustavovich Neuhaus once 

disagreed with interpretation of the fugue b-moll from the second volume of the WTC by I.S. Bach, proposed 

by the pianist Maria Veniaminovna Yudina. Yudina performed this fugue in one of the concerts at the 

beginning of the Patriotic War. To the remark of Neuhaus Yudina answered firmly and succinctly: "And now 

the war!". Performed by Yudina fugue I.S. Bach ceased to be “a monument of musical art ". Musical text in 

military discourse turned into a new work. 

Important for the theory of literary discourse is the idea that “... only the contact of linguistic meaning with a 

concrete reality, only the contact of language with reality, which comes out in the statement, generates a 

spark of expression: it is neither in the system of language, nor in the objective, existing outside of reality ". 

Thus, a new meaning arises- in a work of fiction in discourse, one can understand as expression in the 

broadest sense of the word. Literary discourse establishes connections between fictional work and author, 

fictional text and reader, author and tradition, reader and reality ... Discourse is the text of a work for 

continuous "reaccentuation", becoming in points meeting of text and context, "I" and "other". Entering 

discourse, the work “... is complemented by a number of very significant non-grammatical character that 

radically change itsnature". In the 50s-70s of the XX century, M.M. Bakhtin developed the problem of 

“artistic expression, focusing attention to the semantic leap from the "given to the new in speech utterance ". 

As a result of the jump, the text becomes literary work in discourse, absorbing and giving new "sparks of 

expression". Additional expression in the work arises on the behalf of direct and controversial links between 

the author↔ the reader and extra-textual tradition and reality. Their particular difficulty lies in the fact that 

literary discourse "Throws a bridge" between the world of imagination and reality, between the fictional 

world of literature and reality. Analysis of literature as a discourse shifts accents. 

                                                           
4
 Ilyin I.P. Glossary of terms of French structuralism // Structuralism: pros and cons. - M., 1975. 

 

5
 Ilyin I.P. Glossary of terms of French structuralism // Structuralism: pros and cons. - M., 1975. 
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Structuralist poetics included the categories of literary work "and" discourse "in opposition to" static- 

dynamic ". Structuralism implemented «reverse translation" of " literary work " into " discourse". F. de 

Saussure's version “language - speech” served as a model for this binary structure. Moreover, the work was 

perceived as an analogue of language, and discourse - speech. 

Within the framework of system-synergetic approach of the category "text" and "discourse" is interpreted as 

different states of the system "literature". Text and work are two different types of "related-great diversity ". 

Artistic communication leads to the reception of the text by the reader or readers. 

In the course of reception, "meaning" is generated. Discourse is a dynamic mode of development of the 

"literature" system. There is a phase change flow of the text into a work of art. 
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